Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #43

Solution: 9 letters
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(3) AOL BAS BBQ COO DOJ GEM HOT
NED NEO RAT SAG (4) A LUG AMES EGGS ENTS
ASAP AWOL BETA ECHO KARM LIMP NEO RAT SAG
EWER FOAL IOTA IPOD MEGA MELT MUIR NEMO ORCA
PITA RUNT SANG TASK TUTU ULNA (5) ALAMO ARBOR ARDOR BASTA BLUER DEALT DREAM EN MASSE OHARE OCEAN EN MASSE JUJITSU NORTHAM POINTLESS
(6) A LUG AMES ARIL ARDOR CARA CARRI
casa casas casas caza cazador (7) ALTOONA BAMBIE BANLA BANO BANCO
BASTA BLUER DEALT DREAM EN MASSE OHARE OCEAN EN MASSE JUJITSU NORTHAM POINTLESS
(8) A LUG AMES ARIL ARDOR CARA CARRI
casa casas casas caza cazador (7) ALTOONA BAMBIE BANLA BANO BANCO
BASTA BLUER DEALT DREAM EN MASSE OHARE OCEAN EN MASSE JUJITSU NORTHAM POINTLESS
(9) GRAND SLAM POINTLESS (10) GODFINGER TIN WOODMAN (11) IRON CURTAIN LEAD BALLOON
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